
 
 

Technical Specifications 

Set 

2 x ‘pillow’ structures made out of a transparent foil (fire resistant B-1 certified), the larger of the 
two designed to be pumped up with air to create a dome-like immersive environment for both 
audience (max capacity 185) and 3 x performers. The larger pillow has a zipper on all sides, which 
acts as a entrance and exit. In addition, a number of hooks have been built in to the material in 
order to hang artist Ana Rajcevic’s ‘body sculpture’ artworks.  

Sound 

A surround sound score has been created for 8 
independent audio channels (7 x speakers and 1 - 2 x 
subwoofer(s)). 4 of the speakers will hang off the rig and 
all speakers will sit outside of the dome material structure. 

Channels 1, 3, 5 in a triangle formation low. 
Channels 2, 4, 6 in a triangle formation high. 
Channel 7 at the centre top, facing down. 
Channel 8 is subwoofer(s). 

The 8 independent channels of audio for the performance will be laptop playback, via Clarett 8 Pre 
interface. There will be no live musicians involved in the performance.  

The laptop and loom/mixing desk should not be in sight of the audience.   

Sound Equipment Requirements: 



7 x 12 inch matched speakers, pref D&B audio + flying frames / eyebolts for flying 4 of the 
speakers from lighting rig  
1 - 2 x adequate size sub woofer  
Power amps for 8 independent channels 
All necessary cabling and power, including 8 matched jack leads for output from laptop interface 
8 channel balanced jack to xlr loom or mixing desk with 8 independent outputs   

Laptop driving the audio playback will also be providing midi clock signal to sync Ableton to the 
lighting cues.  

Lighting Design 

Nico de Rooij adapts his lighting design to each tour venue / space. We have included an example 
design plan for the show as a separate attachment. See ‘PuzzleCreaturev2’ pdf.  

Transportation of Set 

The following items are transported from our home base in Royal Wootton Bassett (Wiltshire) by 
Amber Audio Ltd…  

Material: 

200m2 of material x 0,2kg = 40kg 
1250m2 of material = 250kg 

Example of 1250m2 material packaged. 

1. Pillow 10 x 10 m 
material: foil 0.2 mm, fire retardant B1 
air feeding hose  
1 x zipper 8 m 
  
2. Pillow 20 x 20 m 
material: foil 0.2 mm, fire retardant B1 
air feeding hose 
4 x zipper 20 m 
9 x reinforced patches / hanging points on the top side of the pillow 
9 x restraining straps on the inside of the pillow  



Body sculptures: 

(L)180cm x (W)90cm x (H)70cm hippo bag containing wearable body sculptures. Total weight 
20kg.  

Additional Equipment: 

1. Fan for Pillow 10 x 10 m 
noise reduced fan 39.2 dBA 
max. air-volume 497 m³/h 
including motor protection and control 
cable, plug 
   
2. Fan for Pillow 20 x 20 m 
noise reduced fan 38.5 dBA 
max. air-volume 1,814 m³/h 
including motor protection and control 
cable, plug 
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